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DESIGN

PHOTO & VIDEO

CHAIRED BY MARTIN PARKER (RGU) AND DAVID AITKEN (FORTH VALLEY COLLEGE)
On the back of a recent Adobe
Creative Skills Report (circulated)
which surveyed creatives on what
skills were in demand and what
they considered future skills, at
the creatives SIG at conference,
attendees were asked if they had
managed any upskilling or training
during lockdown and the gradual
loosening of lockdown and if so
what had they done.
Across the board it was felt that no
one organisation had actually set
aside time for
staff development. It also seemed
that design teams had been just
as busy helping clients transition
work from print to digital.
‘There’s a YouTube tutorial for
everything,” one member said.
“Access is easy, available time to
spend on the tutorials not
so easy.”
AfterEffects was mentioned quite
a few times as the software most
people wanted to get to grips with.
Adam’s team at Leicester Uni
was due to get some intensive
training in AfterEffects imminently.
Augmented Reality was also
mentioned by Loughborough Uni;
as something that was very much

on the horizon; apparently after
being touted as the next big thing
in 2010 said
Duncan Hurst.
The making accessible of web
hosted documents was touched
on and discussed with Leicester
University having done more work
in this area than most.
One brief aside in the discussion,
about social distance signage
discovered that pretty much all
the attendees creative groups had
produced their institutions COVID19 signage; greatly increasing their
depts reputation and visibility.
It might be interesting to have
a larger feature about this role
across institutions.
The ‘expanding skills set
associated with designers’ and
them becoming ‘jack-of-all-trades,
was also touched upon with a
number of delegates commenting
that they felt that designers were
being looked to for such skills as
photography, filming and editing,
website design and coding; skills
associated with other dedicated
professionals. People discussed
the pressure of having to get
involved in these specialist areas.

Pagemaker and Letraset were }
also mentioned by some of the
older delegates.
In the afternoon session there
was some discussion about the
skills shown by conference ninja
Tony Harmer; which lead nicely
into a discussion about whether
there were any inter-organisational
skill-sharing opportunities and
would any blackbelts in the group
be able or willing to run 15/20
minute taster sessions for other
interested group members.
AfterEffects, Accessibility and
Premiere Pro were the most
favoured pecha kucha* subjects.
Loughborough Uni volunteered
a session on how to merge
personalised details from Excel
CSV spreadsheets into a multipage Indesign document. Rick
volunteered a ‘Flip pdf’ demo. And
refreshes of Adobe Spark and
Portfolio were also volunteered.
Presentations once a month
probably during the creative group
meetings towards the beginning of
the month were agreed.
*PechaKucha is a storytelling format where a
presenter shows 20 slides for 20 seconds of
commentary each. At a PechaKucha session,
individuals gather at a venue to share
personal presentations about their work.

CHAIRED BY STEPHEN MCCANN (UNIVERSITY OF GLASGOW) AND JON SHEARS (LOUGHBOROUGH UNIVERSITY)
The photography/videography
group has been meeting fortnightly
on a Wednesday at 11am for an
hour since June 2020. This was
borne out of the requirement
for the ACPME to provide a
network of support for the
creative departments who were
in lockdown or being furloughed.
The group has over 40 members
with specific supplier engagement
at each meeting from Canon,
Panasonic and Wex. If you are
interested in joining this group,
please email Stephen.mccann@
glasgow.ac.uk to be added to the
teams meeting and chat.

MORNING
The morning meeting started
with a group discussion around
how best to safely shoot images
or video within the current
restrictions.
To mask or not to mask, that
was the question, to which there
were varying responses shoot
dependant.
• Mask off if it was a video piece
to camera, if someone is
delivering a message to camera
and if it’s a stills head shot for
identification purposes and
these examples can be shot
in a controlled environment. A
note to be aware of; be careful
that when the mask is removed
for the shoot no marks are left
by the elastic clips or the mask
itself on the subject’s face.
• Mask on if it was a group shot
or in a confined area or to
promote the wearing of masks
for safety and the masks
should only be removed when
safe to do so.
• Rules vary between
organisations and even
between buildings within some

organisations (depending on
factors like air-handling) so
check the local rules.
• Avoiding the sharing of
equipment was an important
point raised and only share if
essential with equipment being
sanitised prior to sharing. Even
think about the pen you use
when models sign the consent
form – should they bring their
own pen?
• Using a 2-metre measure
to ensure social distancing
guidelines are always
maintained.
• No lapel mics to be used only
boom mics for video.
• The shoot was much slower
than expected with less being
achieved so we must manage
our client’s expectation that
this won’t be the same as a
normal pre COVID-19 shoot.
• Advice was shared on the
preparation and completion of
risk assessments for working
at your workstation and
external shooting out-with the
studio and around campus.

AFTERNOON
The afternoon meeting started
on a high as the attendees
chatted about how the Tony
Harmer session and the how to
look good virtually sessions were
very interesting and relevant to
the group. More Tony Harmer the
Adobe Ninja was the call should
we put on another virtual event.
The discussion moved onto mirror
v mirrorless Camera systems.
Having both Julian from Panasonic
and Nathan from Canon in
attendance was invaluable for this
part of the discussions.

• Mirrorless seems to use more
battery power compared to
normal DSLR mirrored systems.
Larger batteries are availible
if you shoot outside frequently
but if your studio based you can
power up from the mains. There
are ways when on location to
extend the battery life including
turning off certain high battery
use options like the electronic
viewfinder and lowering screen
refresh rates.
• Mirrorless cameras are much
smaller, lighter and quieter
and the quality of the lenses
availible are now ready to
challenge the mirrored DSLR
big boy camera systems.

• The pros and cons were
discussed and measured
without a clear winner coming
out of the discussion. Only that
there are times when mirrorless
is better and other times where
mirrored is better. The right kit
for the right job.
• The ultimate question was
asked, is now the right time
to convert to mirrorless? The
jury was still out with some
converts who have converted
championing some aspects
of the mirrorless system but
missing some aspects of the
mirrored DSLR.
• The group felt that mirrorless is
where the manufacturers are
investing in and we may indeed
not have a choice as mirrored
DSLR camera systems are
phased out.
Finally, we had a chat about
what software was being used
for image and video processing.
Adobe seems to have cornered
the market for users with Adobe
Lightroom, Bridge and Photoshop
all being used by the stills
photographers with Adobe Premier
Pro being a firm favourite with the
video production guys.

PRINT
CHAIRED BY JUSTIN GOUGH (BIRMINGHAM CITY UNIVERSITY)
AND LORNA MCKANNA-MAULKIN (UNIVERSITY OF BRIGHTON)
Many, many months into the
pandemic, it has become clear
that COVID-19 will continue to
impact our print units businesses
and as we have seen a massive
decline in our traditional services
with many universities having to
justify their existence and the
threat of closure. With this is
mind the discussion group looked
at what initiatives everyone has
implemented or could implement
to succeed through COVID19.

Discussion highlights
• Some universities have
included large format which has
been a big help and helped to
raise profile of the department
including COVID signage.

• Providing online presentations
for student hand in’s with live
demonstrations for creating
print ready artwork to increase
income and provide support.

• Many universities are working
with a reduced workforce at
this time.

• Providing postal options to send
work out to staff and students.

• Review current services
and ask for / share support
documentation such as
business cases and tender
docs etc.
• Introducing new products with
better profit margins such as id
card printing, large format and
vinyl printing.
• Promoting the department
– Working with Marketing
teams to continually send out
communication informing staff
/ students that print services
are open.

• Look at creating seasonal
promotions to increase
income and raise department
awareness.
• Some universities have found
the use of social media to
promote services including
Instagram have been a
success.
• Reviewing previous customer
orders and contacting
them to understand future
requirements.
• Invite departments to print unit
to showcase services offered
(post COVID).
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• Build relationships with
• Investigating
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2020 external
Procurement teams to lead on
opportunities.
order process directing all work
• Using ACPME members
to print units and understand
email to ask for help and be
what work is currently being
responsive to support other
sent out.
universities.
• Implementing online stores.

